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Description
A carbonate repository is characterized as being "broke"

provided that a nonstop organization of different levels of
cracking is appropriated all through the supply. Such breaks
shaped normally during the particular geographical conditions of
supply history. The recognizable proof of a persistent break
network in carbonate supplies is demonstrated by: (1) critical
mud misfortunes during boring activities; (2) extraordinary
conduct of transient tension investigation, for instance, twofold
slant bends; and (3) centers assessment. Be that as it may, the
genuine affirmation of the cracked person of a given repository
results from specific explicit highlights saw during the underlying
phase of field revelation and during the field improvement and
creation stage. The assessment of cracking in carbonate supplies
requires assessment of the current data got from field work and
the endeavor to connect them with the previous history of a
repository.

Fundamentals
The fundamental perspectives on which the work must be

coordinated are: (1) land states of cracking, and (2) impact of
stylolites and joints. We produce excellent contributions to the
DFN model through our restrictive seismic information securing
and information examination administrations (Q-Technology
benefits); our development testing apparatuses (MDT* secluded
arrangement elements analyzer device); as well as our borehole
picture logs (FMI instrument, OBMI* oil-base micro imager
device, UBI* ultrasonic borehole imager device, and Sonic
Scanner* acoustic filtering stage). The nature of the model
depends on the most reliable data sources, yet in addition on
the best understanding one that is custom-made to your
particular necessities. Schlumberger Data and Consulting
Services (DCS) applies broad involvement with demonstrating
normally cracked repositories all over the planet to each project
utilizing an efficient methodology and an arrangement of inside
audits that guarantee the nature of our administration. DCS
furnishes focuses of greatness set up with specialists in the areas
of geography, geomechanics, and supply designing all
fundamental ranges of abilities for precise crack displaying.
Moreover, the VISAGE* stress investigation test system relates

rock pressure to repository properties for better expectation
capacity. Our frameworks and innovations give dependable,
prescient models of famously complex repository frameworks.
Since each normally cracked supply is novel, the mix of our
experience, precise methodology, and centered designing
endeavors implies we send ideal break models. Through this
approach we are further developing break portrayal across all
sizes of activity, upgrading skill and execution in numerous areas
including admirably arranging, and penetrating and creation
advancement.

Low-penetrability oil-wet network
Most broke carbonate repositories are portrayed by an

exceptionally penetrable break zone encompassed by a low-
penetrability oil-wet network. These highlights make the
dislodging of oil from the network into the break zone
exceedingly difficult during water flooding. This paper gives the
aftereffects of flooding the polymer polyacrylamide (PAM) and
the biopolymer thickener (XG) in mix with a bio surfactant to
upgrade water imbibition into oil-wet cracked carbonate rocks.
Center flooding tests were directed on actuated evenly cracked
(at 180°) carbonate centers in room conditions (20 ± 2 °C). The
polymer or biopolymer was utilized to plug the crack zones,
while the bio surfactant was added to the framework to modify
the wettability condition of the stone lattice from oil-wet to
water-wet. Rock surface portrayal when center flooding was
directed utilizing filtering electron microscopy (SEM). The
outcomes demonstrate that PAM flooding prompted a higher
decrease of 35.6% in break grid penetrability than that with XG
at 18.3%. The observing of oil creation likewise showed that
extreme oil recuperation levels from oil-wet broke carbonate
centers for the previously mentioned frameworks were 16 and
8.7%, separately, which can be credited to the drive components
of transitory crack stopping as well as versatility proportion
improvement because of the polymer and wettability
modification by the bio surfactant. SEM pictures affirm the
proposed instruments, where the presence of the polymer/
biopolymer followed by the bio surfactant can be distinguished
at the stone surface because of synthetic move through the
framework.
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